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Grothendieck Groups of Unimodular Quadratic Forms 
over Local Fields 
J. S. HSIA* 
Let F be a local field with char(F) -;i- 2, R the ring of integers in F, J.I the 
unique maximal ideal, and II the group of units in R. (For terminologies, 
notations, and unproved results ahout quadratic forms and lattices, see [I].) 
Denote by Q(R) and Q(F), respectively, the category of unimodular lattices 
over R and the category of regular quadratic spaces over K, &Q(R), and 
K,Q(F) their respective Grothendieck groups. The inclusion map i : R --r F 
induces a product (orthogonal direct sum) preserving functor Q(R) - Q(F) 
which in turn defines a group homomorphism i, : K,,Q(R) + K,,Q(F), 
whose cokernel we write as &Q(F). ‘I‘1 IL‘ canonical epimorphism &,Q(F) + 
&Q(F) is denoted by p, . A local field is dyadic if 2 E p; otherwise, non- 
dyadic. In this note we prove the following result. 
THEORJX. For a given local field F, li its ring of integral elements, the 
following sequence is exact and it splits f, and only if, --I is not a wzit with 
quadratic defect 4R (i.e., - 1 + A) whew P is dyadic. The splitting, zchen it 
does exist, is never natural. 
0 ----f K,Q(R) pi> K,,Q(F) fL &Q(F) --p 0. 
Moreover, we have: (let n be the degree of extension of F over 2-adic nurrrhers 0,) 
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if F is nondyadic & - I E F’ 
if F is nondyadic & - I # F” 
if F is d!;adic. 
Remark. As a corollary one reads off directly K,Q(F) except when F 
is dyadic and --I = il, which case see Lemma 1 .I 1, below. Scharlau, in [3], 
also has computed K,Q(F); his computations are based on two quite different 
techniques depending on F bein g dyadic or not. Our proof uses no Galois 
Cohomology; furthermore, both dyadic and nondyadic cases yield to a 
single method-not only over fields, but also over their rings of integers. 
Note rrdded bz proof. The naturality in the statement of the theorem is not used 
in the usual functorial sense. A unit 0 in R has quadratic defect 4R if and only it’ the 
field extension F( v’/s) over F is quadratic unrdmified. J’Ioreover, any t\vo such units 
have :I squ;ue as their rntio (see 63:3, 63:4 in [I]). 
1. I. IX~IA. Ker(i,) is trivial. 
Proof. Let [L] - [ill] E Ker(i,), where throughout this paper we use 
the symbol [ ] to denote the defining map from the objects of a category 
with product structure to its Grothendieck group. Now, take any unimodular 
lattice N with norm group g(N) = R. By adjoining S to both L and .21, if 
necessary, we may assume both L and M have the same norm group, R. 
Hence, O’Meara’s theorem on the equivalence of unimodular lattices on 
dyadic local fields gives I, z M (see 93:16, [I]). I;or the nondyadic case, two 
unimodular lattices on isometric quadratic spaces are always lattice-isometric 
(see92:1, [I]). Q.E.0. 
I .2. LVotations. TVe write H for the 2-dimensional hyperbolic lattice 
JO, 0) and FH for the hyperbolic plane, F @R H. The map dim: K,Q(R) + Z 
is a split epimorphism whose kernel we denote by K,,‘Q(R); similarly for 
I<j,‘QFY 
I .3. LEXMA. K,‘Q(R) and K,‘Q(F) are the torsion subgroups of K,Q(R) 
and K,,Q(F), respectitlely. 
Proof. Let [L] - [;7/1] E K,Q(R) b e t orsional; that is, for some positive 
integer m, [I!,~“] == [111”‘], where the exponent nr denotes m orthogonal copies 
of the lattice. The proof of I. I tells us that we may assume here that L”’ g :II”“, 
so that clearly dim 15. equals dim M. The same argument works for K,Q(F). 
Since i, is injective by I. 1 and maps I(;,‘Q(R) into K,,‘Q(F), it suffices to 
show that K,‘Q(F) is a finite group. Let [I/] - [W] E K,,‘Q(F). By adjoining 
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IT-1 .i 1,) to both I _ and II, we see that we may assume I - =- Pfl _, 1 J, 
II’ is an arbitrary ternary space. So, the number of elements in K,)‘Q(F) 
is the same as the number of inequivalent ternary spaces definable over a 
given local fieldF, which is just 2[P : pi]. QED 
COROLLARY. The order of K,,‘Q(F) is 8 when F is nondyadic, it is otherwise 
2”m 3, where n is the degree of extension of F over 0, , the 2-adic mmber field. 
1.4. I,l<i\l>l!lx. &ppose F is nondyadic, and 7 ~~1 [V] [lfi] E K,‘Q(F) is 
so written tlzat C’ = FH i 1, . l’lren, 71 E Image(i,) if, cm/ only if, the 
discriminant dlV of II’ is an unit and the Husse symbol SpW fey If is 1. Lf’lenF 
is dyadic, express 77 in such a zuay that 1’ FH j_ FH. Then, 7 E Imagc(i .,) if, 
crtld only if, dW is an zrnit. 
Proof. For a nondyadic F, that any- 71 c K,‘Q(F) can he so written is 
known from the proof of 1.3. If  there exist unimodular lattices L and ;‘lZ 
such that i*([L] - [AI]) =~ [I’] -- [M’], tl ren the element [;II ~_ N -1 I ] -[L] 
goes into [IV], since f, clearly takes [N I ,I \] into [I-]. Since the lattice 
.lI elm II i 1 represents L, we see there is an unimodular lattice 7’ which 
is sent hy- i, to [If’]; f  0 course, we meant i,([T]) =~ [IV], or equivalently, 
II. supports 7’. Conversely, if II’ supports an unimodular lattice 7’. then 
7, E Image(i,). Hence, necessity is clear. Sufficiency is seen by taking T 
I 1 I 1 cd?+‘:. 
Now, let F be dyadic. Ry adjoining to both CY and IV, the quadratic space 
I-- ’ 1 _ \an hyperbolic space of sufficiently large rank>, we see 77 E K,,‘Q(F) 
can be so expressed as stated in the lemma. Again, if unimodular lattices L and 
AZ exist such that i, takes [L] - [M] into [I-] -- [IV], then vve see that 
jr\1 i .-1( 1, 0) J_ z~(~, 0)] ~~ [L] goes into [IT-], because I here supports 
AA(l, 0) 1~ =1(1~, 0). By theorem (Third Main Theorem) in Section 7, [2], 
I, is represented by ,21 _I A(1, 0) 1 :I(v, 0).-in this special situation, one 
can actually prove the representation without too much effort; so one needs 
not the full force of the theorem. Thus, we get an unimodular lattice 7’ 
which is sent hy i, onto [Il’]. C onversely, if such a lattice 7’ is supported by 
If’, then q lies in Image(i,). Necessity is easy- again. FOI- sufficiency. I,cmma 
3.14 [2] says II’ always supports an unimodular lattice 7’ with norm group 
r~(‘7’) m= Z?, whenever dW is an unit. Of course, when &I’ is a prime, II’ can 
never support any unimodular lattice on II. (1.E.D. 
C‘OROLLARY. &Q(F) is a group of order 4 when F is nondyadic: it is N cyclic 
group of order two when F is dyadic. 
Proof. It is easy to see that [K,Q(F) : K,,Q(K)] [K,‘Q(F) : K,,‘Q(R)] 
whether F is dvadic or not. When F is non-dyadic, every 71 E K,,‘Q(R) is 
expressible as i == [H 1 I ] -- [M]. Now, i, is injective so that by 
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Lemma 1.4 above the index [K,‘Q(F) : K’Q(R)] is 4. When F is dyadic, 
every element in K,‘Q(R) can be written as [A(], 0) 1 ,a(~, 0)] -- [M] 
where N is some 4-dimensional unimodular lattice with norm group g(M) = 
R. Therefore, Lemma 1.4 says the index [K,‘Q(F) : K,‘Q(R)] will be two. 
Y.E.D. 
1 s. LEM~1.L &Q(R) z Z @ Z, when F is nondyadic; it is isomorphic to 
z 63 z2 ‘T “’ n + 2 copies @ Z, when F is dyadic and - 1 has the property 
tkat S,( - I, p) == 1 .for eoery p E I[. ()Vote: JFXen - 1 is either a square or 
A, it crrtainly has this property.) Here n = [F : O,]. 
Proof. I f  F is nondyadic, define the mapping 41 : K,Q(R) --, % c’, Zz 
+([L] - [:123]) =-. [dimL - dim iv, a(L, M)], where a(L, 112) == 1 if, and only 
if, dL and dM belong to the same square class. kl:e leave it to the reader to 
verify that this is an isomorphism. Assume now F is dyadic. 1Ve show that 
K,,‘Q(R) has exponent 2. As mentioned before, every element 7 from K,‘Q(R) 
may hc written as [L] ~- [Ml, where L z /!(I, 0) 1 A(n, 0) and -12 is 
quaternary unimodular with norm group g(d2) = R. Put JJ’ = F @, :ZI. 
Then, JJ’ 1 JJ’ e S-dimensional hyperbolic space, because S,(dW, - 1) = 1 
by hypothesis. Hence, L il; is isometric to JI i !lZ and we arc done. That 
the order of &‘Q(R) is 2[U : IP] == [P: @] m= 2’-s can be seen from 
counting as we did in the proof of Lemma 1.3. C2.E.D. 
1.6. IXJIMA. Let F be nondyadic. Then, &Q(F) g Z2 c-1) Z2 zuhen -1 
is a square; otherwise, it is isomorphic to Z, 
Proof. I f  -1 is a square, then since every class +j E &Q(F) can be 
represented by an element 17 from K,‘Q(F) we see, by a proof similar to 
that given in Lemma 1.5 for the dyadic case there, that every element in 
K’Q(F) is of order 2 and, hence, also every element from &Q(F). Thus, 
Corollary 1.4 finishes this case. Otherwise, when ~- 1 is a nonsquare, take ~1 
to be [FH I ,‘I)] - [I+‘], where W is any ternary space with discriminant 
&Ji; a prime. Then S,( JP 1 W) = -1 and 17 I 7 is not inside Image(i,); 
that is, 7 has order in &Q(F) greater than 2 so that it must generate all of 
the group by Corollary 1.4. QED. 
COROLLARY. Let F be nondyadic. There exists a splitting homomorpkism 
0 : &Q(F) + K,Q(F). Hence, for such a jield, we hare 
if -I is a square; otlzerwise, it is isomorphic to Z c) Z4 ;I:‘ Z2 . 
Proof. First assume - 1 is a square. Since every- element ;i in &Q(F) can 
be so written that 17 E K,‘Q(F), we choose a basis is, F for Zz %, Zz G &Q(F), 
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where U, 2: E K,‘Q(F). In fact, let u --:= [FH -1 ,, 1 ] -- [ JV1(] with L~W’~, --=m 
prime, S,W,, : 1, and v  :- [FH 1 1~1 - [Wr] with d?V,, = unit, and 
S,JV,. -1. tTe leave it to the reader to verify that zt + ?; and, this, form 
- 
a basis for &Q(F). It is also easy to check that 2( consists of all the elements 
of &Q(F) whose K,‘Q(F)-component is of the form [FN 1 ( 1 ] - []Y, 
where nl’ ::- prime and S,1- is arbitrp; c consists of all the clemcnts of 
&)Q(F) whose K~~Q(~}-component is expressible as [FA! i ~‘I:] - [Z], 
where d% m:- unit and S,Z -~ 1. Then, defining v(U) U, we have a(?~) := 
7’. One verifies that this is a homomorphism; however, it is a homomorphism 
defined relative to our choice of the basis for &Q(F). Clearly, f~ splits pa . 
Now, take -- 1 to he a non-square. Let 71 -- [FH -1.. 1 ] ~-- [ JV] E K,‘Q(F) 
such that dJV is a prime. M’rite 11 J- JV ~- FIT _L 1 1 JJ; , i;~r some 
ternary space JV, So, c/Jr; -- I and ,S,,JV, -I. R\; Lemma 1.3, 
1, 7~ q 4 Image(i*); i.e., +j generates &Q(F). Hereij consists of all the elements 
in K,Q(F) whose h;,‘Q(F’)-component is expressible as [FH _i 1 ] . [Y], 
where AT is a prime and S&,1. is arbitrary. Thus, with 77 as our choice of the 
generator for %&Q(F), we define ~$5) 7,. Agam, the splitting depends on 
our choice of the generating system. o clearly splits p, . QED. 
Pmqf. As already mentioned before, CJ is highly dependent on our choice 
of the generators for &Q(F). Indeed, if -- 1 is a square, take uI to be 
[F1/ i 1’ ] - [I’,], where I’, is ternary, dl’, prime, and S,1, : 
-S,W?,-we use the same notation as in the proof of 1.6 C’orollary. 
Then, u1 :1 zi. CJ takes 27, onto 21, 7: u inside K,,Q(F). Equivalently-, the dottecf- 
square does not commute: 
Similarly, one takes ~7, + ? inside K,,Q(F), but with ?jl ;i. y.s.u, 
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Hence, 47 = 0. Next, since - 1 is a nonsquare, there exists a prime element ,8 
in F such that S&--I,/?) = --I, see 63:13, [I]. Hence, 7 = [@iI -[I] 
has order 4. QED. 
1.9. LEMMA. For any local $eld, S& - 1, p) =_ I for every p E 21 if, and 
only if, - 1 (up to a square) is either I ord. 
ProoJ. The “if”part is clear; see also 63:ll a, [I]. Conversely,ifS+,(- 1,~) = 1 
for every unit p and if furthermore, -1 is neither 1 nor A, then module a 
square factor, we may write -1 = 1 $ y, where 7 = &+lZ with 
ord,(4) ;, 2s -f 1 .> 0, 6 some unit. W:e may suppose S,( -1, n) 2 - I ; 
otherwise, since any prime element is a product of some unit times r, 
Sr,( - 1, -) would be one for all nonzero field elements, which denies 63: 13, 
[ 11. But then, S,( - I, any prime) = -I. A contradiction now arises because 
S,(-1, --ST) : 1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. I f  F is dyadic and - 1 = A, then there exists no possible 
splitting homomorphism o. 
Proof. Use Corollary I .4, Lemmas I .5, I .8, I .9. Q.E.D. 
1.10. LEMMA. When F is dyadic and -1 f  A, there is a (nomzatural) 
splitting homomorphism 0 : &Q(F) - K,,Q(F). 
Prooj. I f  --I is a square, then one can show that K,‘Q(F) is a group 
of exponent 2 (proof is similar to that in Lemma 1.5.) The splitting map u 
is defined similarly as in Corollary 1.6 and can be seen to be a homomorphism. 
Also, the nonnaturality is analogously exhibitable. When - 1 is not a square 
here, C, similarly defined, will not nlways be an homomorphism unless the 
generator is correctly chosen. Thus, if one had chosen +j E &Q(F) where 
71 m: [FH 1 FH] - [IV] E K,‘Q(F) and dWis a prime,8 such that S,(-I, /3) ~mm 
-I, then u(q) := 7 will not be a group homomorphism since 277 is zero in 
&Q(F) and yet 2 7 is nonzero in K,Q(F). Since -1 f  A, there is a prime p’ 
such that S,( - 1, 8’) z 1. Choosing 71 above with dW = /3’ would do. The 
nonnaturality is again easily seen. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. T17hen - 1 is a square in a dyadic F, K,Q(F) is isomorphic to 
z 1:) z2 (3 ..+n+3copiesfsZ,,n =[F:&]. Q.E.D. 
I. I I. LEMMA. When - 1 is not a square in a dyadic F, K,,Q(F) is isomorphic 
to Z 6; Z4 1% Z, ‘28 1.. n ~I~ 1 copies (9 ZZ , 12 =- [F : ,O,]. 
Proof. Let 17 E K,‘Q(F) be an element of order 4 (see Lemma 1.8) and 
N,, the subgroup in K,‘K(F) it generates, one shows that K,‘Q(F)/H,, is a 
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group of exponent 2 and moreover splits K,‘Q(F). The rest is seen from the 
order of the group K,‘Q(F)- see Corollary 1.3, Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If 1 is rieiiher I nor A (hence, F’ must be dyadic), then 
K,Q(R) is isomorphic /o % Z, <I] Ze C, ... n topics I-.J Zz , n ~- [F : L,J. 
Proof. Use Corollary 1.3, Lemmas 1. IO, I. I 1. Q.E.D. 
Thus, the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
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